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SPEAKER:  

Welcome everyone to today's webinar. Substance Use Disorders and Mood Disorders in Postpartum

Women. Presented by Lisa Seif.  

 

It is so great that you could join us today. My name is Kaylee Hartl--Haley. I will be the facilitator for

this train today. Behind-the-scenes is Allison white, who will be addressing any issues or questions

you have that are not specifically for our presenter. In other words, we have a lot of support here.  

 

(Reads link)  

 

Be sure to bookmark this webpage to stay up-to-date.  

 

Closed caption today is provided by caption Access, or a Q&A checkbox for the links use closed

captioning that should be here for you guys soon.  

 

We are using webinar for today's live event. When the missed visit control panel that looks like the one

on my slide at the bottom of your screen. There are two main items to be aware of on the menu. The

first is the chat box. This allows you to send chat messages to hosts and attendees. The second is the

Q&A box. If you open that window, you can ask questions to our presenters. They will either reply to

you yet text in the Q&A window, or we can is your question why.  

 

Will gather all the questions related to the presentation and give them to our preceptor during the live

Q&A, towards the end of our presentation. Any questions that we do not get to, we will collect directly

for the presenter, and post those questions and answers on our website.  

 

Lastly, in the checkbox we will post any handouts. This will include a PDF of the PowerPoint slides

from today's webinar, which will be coming soon, but you will most likely get those after the webinar

today. Those will be posted on a website. You can also access the instructional guide on how to take

your CE quiz, and obtain your certificate. Please view instructions in the handout tab when you are

ready to take the quiz.  

 

Every webinar has its own webpage that contains everything you need to know about that particular

webinar. Immediately following this live event, you will find the online CE quiz link on that same

website you used to register for this webinar. That means everything you need to know will be

permanently hosted at this webpage, listed above. That is (reads link).  

 

That is a mouthful (Laughs). That is where it will be located.  

 

If this is the first time going through the CE process, please follow the instructions guide under the CE

link, to guide you through the process.  
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You can also email at us-- email us at (reads link).  

 

If you need your certificate to say live on it, please complete the quiz within 24 hours, and Gallagher

certificate. For any social workers with us today, please stay on at the end of the presentation for a

brief two minute video, on how to add your license number to your certificates.  

 

Without further urge you, I cannot introduce us to today's presenter. Lisa Seif has a kaleidoscope

experience, expertise, education around the health-related crisis of addiction, alcoholism, and

depression and anxiety. Her supercharged talks are educational and inspirational. She has worked,

trained, and consulted with people from Park Avenue to Park bench. Seif has worked with community,

faculty, and kids, as well as consulted with executives and judges. She has experience working with

the homeless, helpless, and heartbroken. Seif brings experience guiding others to recovery.  

 

Currently, she is in private practice as a psychotherapist. A large part of her practice has consisted of

work with individuals and families suffering from addiction, alcoholism, and broken hearts.  

 

So I will go ahead and things over now to Lisa. We'll get started.  

 

LISA SEIF:  

Can you hear me, Haley? Can everyone hear me?  

 

SPEAKER:  

We can hear you.  

 

LISA SEIF:  

Thank you for such a great introduction. That is 40 years of trudging, while you are going through that,

I was thinking it took Moses 30 years to get out of the desert. Maybe in addictions and substance use

disorders, we are finally in the promised land. I want to definitely say hi to everyone who is here, and

thank you for bringing your hearts and heads to this form, and continuing to learn and be teachable. I

really appreciate that NAADAC invited me to share what I have learned, mainly from journals and

interdisciplinary teams with many different kinds of paraprofessionals and professionals that have

taught me local nuggets along the way of this recovery process that are important we share and learn

together.  

 

Now, they told me at NAADAC I can only talk to you all for about an hour, and that will be a challenge,

but I am going to do it. I am waiting for 12 step program for compulsive talkers talk on and on, and I'm

going to join in. I invite to try to keep this to an hour, and welcome your questions and experiences and

your feedback along the way.  

 

I have been thinking a lot about what I am supposed to talk to you all about today, and I want to (audio

issues) is a very new technique and skill and science in our community here in Midwest, Indiana. I

think in some ways, the opioid epidemic unfortunately, but fortunately, has opened up a lot of airways,

which have to be opened up before you can resuscitate anybody. It has opened up a lot of airways on
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trying to help people with opioid use disorders. Alcohol use disorders, depression, anxiety, reporting,

antepartum, postpartum. A lot of those words are new to be in my profession. We didn't really

understand or ever talk about mother's, women and teenagers of course becoming mothers. We did a

lot around teen pregnancy and prevention with teen pregnancy and the-- in the 80s as a result to the

AIDS epidemic.  

 

Really has my teams talk about pregnant moms, women trying to get pregnant, post pregnancy. I

really appreciate NAADAC because I think it is a way to revolutionize and protect women in a new

way.  

 

I think we know it is very popular in the medical and psychological community. This has to do with the

depression that we have noticed happens postpartum. We have been talking about postpartum for

probably a decade. Now, at least in our area, we have shifted to thinking more about antipartum,

prenatal, families are trying to get pregnant and need to do in vitro, or need to do other forms of getting

pregnant, adoptions, surrogate babies, foster families. We are really looking at focusing more

postpartum color not just on depression, but following adding a family member and a vulnerable child

to the household. Good on that one, Allison. Haley, who is doing my slides? Sorry. Haley, thank you.  

 

How many are affected? We know that 1/8 women that tells us about it, and is honest about it, suffers

from a postpartum depression after having a baby. If they are honest with us, and I think if we are

good at what we do, we make it easy for them to be honest with us. The stigma is still one of the

biggest obstacles that we see two women trying to get better, the stigma keeps them in denial. I called

denial, if you break denial down, denial stands for don't even know IM lying-- I am lying.  

 

I think it is important we understand and embrace these women in a way that they are telling us when

we assess and evaluate, what they believe, or what they think we want to hear. It may not really be

what is honestly going on with them. This 1/8 women experience postpartum and antepartum, but I

would say that is probably a low number. If we really look at honesty as a part of our evaluation.  

 

Thanks Haley, next one.  

 

So, let's just assume as we have in a substance use disorder, treatment that the whole family is

affected. Let's assume we even know that now the research tells us that men, partners can also suffer

from postpartum and antipartum depression, which is new to me, but I have always known that the

family is affected when somebody has substance use issues. I think you would all agree with me, you

don't have to be addicted to drugs and alcohol, for drugs and alcohol to hurt you. We know for every

one person that has a substance use disorder, thanks to Claudia Black, (unknown term) Cruz, the did

hard research, if one person has a substance use disorder, it affects for other people.--four.  

 

Let's just think about this in our treatment options, and who we want to include in our treatment. The

last thing we want to ever do, thanks for John Bradshaw, and Terry (unknown name), we know we

cannot shame the mother. Cannot shame the partner. If we shame the family that that child and infant

is going into, they will not continue coming to treatment. They will come to treatment, they will come to

counseling. If one of us cares in that way and shames somebody, it makes all of us look bad.  
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One of the treatment options that we have found works really well, especially in the antepartum, is

counsel. How do you refer them to counseling? The doctors, OB/GYN's, pediatricians, nurse

practitioners that I have been working in consulting with here at this hospital, anytime they assess

somebody that is in a moderate or severe depression, or moderate to severe anxiety or panic disorder,

they have to go to counseling.  

 

We have been flooded in this area with referrals from physicians like we have never been before.

Some of that stigma toward counseling, you are going to talk to somebody? I think we are working on

the stigma ptosis in our community in our state so people will access counseling, and not think "they

are going to think I am crazy, they are going to think I am whacked."  

 

The other thing I just want to add, is women repeatedly unfortunately, have been called crazy for

decades. Since being burned at the stake. I think when we look at our counseling technique, whether

we are solution focused therapists, cognitive behavior therapists, trauma informed therapists. We

really need to look at the counseling that we are doing with the women, especially that we can help

them uncover, if they do feel like they are crazy beat down, or are hunted, then maybe they are crazy.

We want to figure out what weight in our sessions that they can talk about sanity. I love step two in the

12 step program alcoholics in narcotics anonymous. It deals with resort to sanity. Sometimes we are

afraid to use the words. I use them as a treatment option, and these women and their partners talk

about what sanity is going to look like in their family for this infection to come into.  

 

And then of course, medication. This has been the decade of the brain. This is the master computer.

We know more about the brain now than we have ever known. We know that the brain has about

200,000 thoughts going through it a day.  

 

You know, I work with folks that are ADHD, and what I think now, is we are in an ADHD culture.

Everybody's buying for our attention, we are all easily distracted, there is a lot of shame about that with

the women that I treat, that they are just always feeling keyed up. Medication and meditation, I should

have added that. These are new options for us that we should use trying to guide us, and in our

counseling and psychotherapy sessions can let the patient know what the medication is, how the

medication affects the brain, and how the medication can improve the quality of their life. That has

been a missing piece in some of the treatment interventions here.  

 

They are given prescriptions. They are referred to therapy or counseling, and they come and I always

ask what medications are you on from the doctor? And what medications are you on that you have

treated yourself with? We know it is multidisciplinary. There is a lot of different medications now that

are very good, that don't produce a dependency. A lot of women what they are trying to get pregnant

the departed stage, the pregnancy stage, the postpartum stage, are very anxious. They have trouble

sleeping. There are medications that are very safe for them to take. We need to explain that to them,

and see if they have anxiety about the medication, and I have googled it. I have sat here with the

patient in red sometimes what the medication will do to improve the quality of their life. Again, there is

no single treatment that works. I think most of us, and I know NAADAC has put the stamp of approval

on this. You have to look at people in a holistic approach, and father Parker in his day, he helped Betty
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Ford get sober. He said it is a four-legged stool.  

 

When we are doing treatment, we need to treat it like a four-legged stool. We need to look at the body,

the mind, the emotions, and the spiritual. I think that aligns with our strengths perspective in therapy,

and with people that are treating women with these issues.  

 

We look at the house we treating them, and counseling them and that the body, about their mind,

about their spirits, how they are doing socially, emotionally, covering as many areas as we can in the

time, I am sure. There are also higher levels of treatment which I'm sure you are all aware, I can talk

about it in another slide, it could be a whole program for NAADAC to do, treatment is popular here. I

don't want to put my views about that here, anything that can improve the quality of life especially

when about to become a mother, we can use it and treat them with it.  

 

Anxiety. Well if you've been studying the DSM as long as I have, you see that every time a new DSM,

we've got the DSM five now, every time one comes out we have many more pages about anxiety. So I

could talk all day about anxiety as well, I would like to related to women in antepartum, pregnant and

postpartum world which is all the time for women. We've learned now there is a lot of research coming

out that says when we have diagnosed women and men, boys and girls with ADHD, the first line of

treatment has always been stimulants. The Adderall, Ritalin, Concerta and now the Vyvanse, I teach at

the University so I hear about Vyvanse and Adderall being passed around on campus all the time.

Now the research is telling us that ADHD is really more a symptom of anxiety than a primary disorder.

So we've taken two decades of young people and adults and put them on stimulants to help them

focus and granted it does help them focus but it doesn't do anything for the anxiety. So we really need

to address this. Anxiety and depression are the number one predictor prenatal, pregnant and

postpartum of issues that we really need to address and talk about and head on, mention it and

understand where the anxiety is coming from. If they like to drink, I've heard from OB/GYN they can

smell the gases of alcohol when they deliver babies. So we really do need to talk about anxiety and

what we know now people get clean and sober, they get pregnant, they tried to quit the substance and

they can be real good at staying absent during pregnancy like people in jail who can be real good at

the staying abstinent in jail but the minute they get out the anxiety and depression go up so recovery is

there for everybody but we need to understand that when they are first drying up, their anxiety and

depression goes up. When they are carrying a baby, they don't feel equipped to do it, and they weren't

the best equipped, their parents work the best... It is multigenerational, they are anxious and just

assume they are and help them define what that is. Sometimes my patients will tell me, I'm not

anxious. I am fine. It is usually because they don't understand what that is. They think it means

something else so I will ask them in our sessions, "when I ask you how is your anxiety what do you

think I'm talking about, what does it mean for you?" We could do a whole thing on anxiety, anxiety and

depression are troubling and are household words now as you know. I will have patients come in now

and say I've been diagnosed bipolar disorder, it's a popular diagnosis now. It used to be ADHD but

now bipolar is trumping it. These are all riddled with anxiety and depression and we need to be aware

of what's going on inside of them. I've been doing this for over 40 years and I don't have the answers, I

have more questions quite frankly but I think people want to be better and do better. I think the way to

get us to help them do that is to help them understand what's going on in the inner stage.  
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For 40 years I was taking care of my outer stage, job, family, what kind of car? It was all out here

stage. Once you get interstate, then you start to really gain some awareness is about my identity, who

I am and what I want to be in relation to other people and that helps minimize anxiety and depression.

We are talking about identity there which changes amazingly when a woman has a baby, they say

their identity changes immediately, immediately. These are all things that I think we can talk about just

in addressing anxiety and depression, identity. And understand that the chemicals in their brain, the

cortisol, the dopamine, the serotonin, the norepinephrine, it's all out of whack. It is important for us to

help them understand that to reduce the anxiety.  

 

So here, here is a number of the women that we know have anxieties, anxiety disorders right now.

Again, I don't know how accurate some of this research is but this is what we are hearing, what is

being recorded in the data. So as we can see, this is something affecting, and if we know someone

with a substance use disorder or emotional or psychological issues they affect four other people. If an

estimated 264 million people have anxiety disorders, not just anxiety if they affect four other people,

because once as a disorder it affects our work life, our family life, our social life, our recreational life, if

264 million people times four are affected we need to be looking at that. This is a whole other seminar

I will have to have, just talking about the species of women and how they communicate and how

different women might communicate compared to men. Men as a species just want to hunt, protect

and take care of. If you give them a problem they want to fix it and go on with their day. They are very

black-and-white as a species. Women, we are in the gray all the time. We are always in analysis

paralysis or more nurturers, domestic as Esther Perella says we are supposed to milk the cows and

take care of the house. We are more in touch with our anxiety because of our need to take care of a lot

of things. Men take care of things as well, very well and we have been hard of them in our society in

some ways. Women are just definitely naturally as a species caretakers, nurturers and whenever you

care about somebody there is anxiety. You can't get around it.  

 

Treatment options. We are all in the treatment business whether we are working in the homeless

shelters, the domestic violence shelters, the medically assisted treatment programs, substance use

disorder treatment programs, psychiatric treatment programs. I think our treatment options have gotten

better and I think NAADAC has really helped push advocacy for more treatment. Now the opioid

epidemic again has flushed in money where we can design treatment better and our hospital here and

the OB/GYNs and pediatricians meet regularly to help understand and learn how to work with women

that are antepartum and prenatal and pregnant and post-pregnant so they feel safe, listen to and don't

feel shamed, they don't feel lectured to. I supervised folks here and they are still some therapists and

doctors and nurse practitioners that want to lecture. There are still -- they are still so shocked that a

pregnant mother would drink or a pregnant mother and third trimester would sneak a Lortab and they

think it is better than heroin. They are blown away that substance use disorders and our brains still

craves that. We are educating them a lot about post acute withdrawal from substance use disorders or

alcoholism. And they are opening their minds. Opening their airways a little bit better so I see

treatment options getting better. We definitely need to look at childcare issues, parenting issues,

domestic violence. Some of you may remember the term codependency. If you want someone to keep

all your secrets, get a codependent friend. They will keep your secrets. (Unknown name) wants to

write a book about codependency and it will be titled "I'm going to be assertive if that's OK with you"

and I will cowrite it with her. So we need to find that out in our treatment with women and their loved
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ones, what's going on and adjust our dosage to that. The best place I've seen individual treatment goal

is with the treatment courts. The treatment courts here especially if she's pregnant or wants to get

pregnant, and her case manager is talking to her about getting pregnant they start immediately with

prenatal care, parenting care and talking to them about their own childhood. Talk about trauma, we

talk about trauma informed care and we have the (Unknown term) test and great instruments that tell

us yes this woman or boyfriend or girlfriend and her family are all in a dramatic bond. So how do we

get our treatment to look at that and what is the dosage we should give them? When they are pregnant

and postpartum. What I think is adding to the treatment court success is that they have them for 18

months. So they are monitored, drug screens, they have home verification officers for 18 months so

you get to keep them on paper for a long, long time. Do you know if a physician or nurse gets caught

diverting medication or a DUI and their medical board finds out about it, they are monitored for five

years. 95% of physicians and nurses that go into treatment and into the maintenance stage and stay in

the treatment model for five years stay in recovery for a lifetime. I think a lot of that is because of the

monitoring. We can do a lot of that in treatment but we are looking at ways through treatment that we

can add drug screening or some type of monitoring to it if the woman allows us to, if she agrees it

helped her stay accountable and stay in recovery, clean and sober and take the medication for

depression and medication for anxiety and re-bringing accountability partners in the treatment before

discharge. They list accountability partners because they may or may not have sponsors in the 12 step

programs yet. Who's an accountability partner that can help with this treatment planning because you

all know what begins when they leave us not when they come so we want to make sure it is recovery

for a lifetime for the children and families.  

 

If I'm talking too fast, it's OK for somebody to put it in the chat because I know Haley will tell me you

are talking too fast. The family is a will and sometimes I will even give this wheel to a woman and draw

it out, her and her partner. We will fill in what are the things in the life of a woman that she needs to

understand about childbearing and parenting and what are the things she needs to understand for

herself. There are a couple good books if you all are interested or systems therapist like I am, there is

a good book called "It takes a family" by Deborah J. She talks about how to work with the family of

folks with substance use disorders that are wounded also. Then there is another book called "The

mother hunger" and what these, what we are learning through pregnant mothers through their trauma

and experiences, four things they really, really have to have too get well. You know from Maslow's

hierarchy of needs, first they have to feel secure before we can even work on their esteem. These are

the four things they had shown in the research. They want to feel protected, nurtured, supported, they

want to feel understood.  

 

Well, we can't do anything about whether the rest of the world understands, but we can help them

understand themselves. And then I help them fill in the rest of the spokes of the wheel. What else do

you need? These are the basics. So you and your baby, and your family have the security you all

deserve. That is what a woman wants to give, and that is what a man wants to give. We want to give

security. We want people to feel safe when they are in our company. That is what we want families to

do, so children can grow up with healthy self-esteem. This appeal just helps give us a jumping off

place for women. It helps, what I will do in my confident behavior classes with the wheel, I will go

ahead and fill these in, so they get an idea of what I am looking for. It causes a lot of anxiety for men,

especially if they are pregnant, pre-or post. It gives them a lot of anxiety when you feel they give too
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much. To give them homework. You have to keep real tiny tasks. Real tiny tasks to combat anxiety.  

 

So I will just say to that, here are some of the things that we know we need to provide to ourselves and

our intent. Do you want to help me fill in the others?  

 

Thanks, Haley.  

 

So, thinking of the wheel.  

 

Well, we don't have to spend too much time on this. We know we are dealing with another epidemic of

postpartum, but not only the postpartum mood disorders. Anxiety, depression, trauma, attention deficit

disorders, social thought. Now we are hearing a lot more about it is not perverse anymore, but are you

on the spectrum? How do we help these women?-- Aspirin syndrome-- (unknown term). How do we

provide the security they want to provide for their family?  

 

OK, thank you.  

 

Know your resources. Most of us want to hear that this is a thing we can give. Give resources, give

families that we need to turn more into places where they are mentoring, where they can deal with

being overloaded and getting some help, and how they can rely on other brothers. There are all kinds

of support groups. There's all kinds of 12-step meetings. Most doctors, therapists, counselors, peer

coaches were to send people. Now they are trained to mentor these women that feel so overloaded, or

their partners that feel so overloaded.  

 

It is important to tune them in and awakened their brain to these resources. Don't expect men to give

them something mental understand. We are not being fair to men we are that to do something they

really do understand anyway. So, putting these women in touch with other with that had been there,

done that, bought the T-shirt. Understand they are not attaching to the baby. Understand they are

overly catastrophically thinking about the lifespan of their baby. They need to be around other women

that have been through it. There is nothing more... that is powerful to coming to therapy, quite frankly.

If we can hook up with people who can mentor them, understanding how they are overloaded.  

 

OK how can I as a therapist, how can the directors, how can the counselors thanks, Haley.  

 

Here are the parts of the pizza. In part this on to women that needed so desperately? How can we give

them a sense of joy? I tried to help women understand there is a difference between joy and

happiness.  

 

Happiness is an emotion. Happiness puts us in motion.  

 

Joy is a sense of gratitude. When we are looking substance use disorders, whether it is alcohol,

opioids, stimulants, whether it is one clue, marijuana, dabs, wax. We are looking at it, it doesn't matter.

People feel a sense of happiness, which is an emotion.  
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Joy is one of the first symptoms of recovery, where you have probably 25 or 30 symptoms of the

disease, one of the symptoms of recovery is joy, it in the 12 step program is called gratitude. It says in

the big book of Alcoholics Anonymous, as we recover from our formality, we have a sense of

understanding of serenity and calamity can be the same brain at the same time.  

 

What a gift to understand that I can be feeling a loss of control, but still be in the sense of joy that I

have such a wonderful baby, and we are going to get through this. Joy, gratitude are things we want to

help them understand. I have them do gratitude lists sometimes.  

 

Help them understand scheme. If they never had any until now – mac esteem, we have to help these

people get a sense of self-esteem, because that BBs would you be looking at them until they are 99

years old, especially the first 18 years for the essence of esteem, the sense of feeling good about

selves. I think it is time we really address self-esteem at these women, and help them get there. Tiny

tasks, though.  

 

Love, of course love is the greatest prize. We as therapists and helpers wherever we are on the

spectrum of helping certain, want to pass on never love.  

 

Don't ever underestimate the power of laughter. Quote anonymous, chronic synonymous, there is so

much laughter in there. I take friends to the meetings I go to. I have a home group. They are blown

away at the laughter. They said these people should be depressed. There is stuff they have done that

is funny. They really capture the mood. One hour, it activates the positive brain. That is so important

that we activate the positive brain.  

 

Look at what the pandemic has done to this. Look at what the pandemic has done. He has isolated us.

If you study with the most, we are more violent and uncivilized that we have ever been in my lifetime.

When we look at that from a social scientist standpoint, if you look at prisons, and you look at jails,

there is more violence per capita in those, then anywhere. Why? Well, people don't like to be locked

up. When people are locked up, they get agitated and irritated, and impulsive.  

 

I would like to propose, this, we will no proof of any of this stuff probably for five years until we look

back on this pandemic, but I believe we have felt worked up for too long. Our spirits have been locked

up through the epidemic and pandemic, in these poor pregnant mothers may not have the

transportation or the ability to get to their OB/GYN. It has just created so much isolation. It has created

so much irritability, that has been hard to laugh. I think it is time we bring laughter back in.  

 

Understanding in truth, most of us have that naturally to give, and we want the mothers in the women

you work with, and the man in the family to the to understand how important-- men in the families, how

important it is to transmit to other people. Don't assume somebody you love them. I assume they love

me if they get me jewelry, but that is not everybody's love language (Laughs). I have to check in with

my loved one sometimes, that how can I love you in a way that you feel loved? Not just the way I want

to love you. There are lots of places we can go here as psychotherapists and counselors and coaches.
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Thanks, Haley.  

 

Communication. We therapist and probably a lot of others do a lot of work in helping them

communicate what they need. Helping them be aware of what they want. I have met women that come

to me and say "they don't know what they want" they just know they are anxious and depressed all the

time. I try to figure out what language works best for them. That is my the programs of Alcoholics

Anonymous and narcotics anonymous, for people with substance use disorders, gambling disorders,

eating disorders, sex addiction. They are programs that give us the common language of how to live in

the solution. Not how to live in the problem.  

 

As a solution focused therapist, I would try to move them more into how to the solution. How to move

toward the solution in a language they understand. So yeah, you cannot downplay the importance of

communication. Sometimes, their parenting's compassion say sometimes, but a lot of times their

parenting styles are very different. So we talk about that. We listen to it, and try to understand how

they learned their parenting style, some like a little more structure rigidity, some are more "let them go,

they need to follow their sort anyways, so what if they fall out of the tree." We try to listen empathically

to both parents and help them understand what are-- where each other is coming from, and move

them into a solution.  

 

Where it really gets challenging is when the grandparents during a session (Laughs). I am teasing.  

 

Alright, Haley.  

 

Power to the grid parents for sure. For us that working with prenatal mother, this is a really good what

to add in any treatment program where we can better understand how the chemicals in the brain are

changing, how the way they are looking at their body image and body size is changing, how they are

looking at their sensuality, how they are looking at their sexuality. Help them. These pictures are fun.

You can Google the emotional stages of motherhood. Help them understand what is going on in

themselves first, because as a psychotherapist I may not understand what is going on with them, so

they can understand the behaviors and choices they are making, and whether they are pro-healthy

choices, or pro is healthy choices-- anti-healthy choices. How do you see this stage now, because you

are already apparent? You might be in your first trimester, how is the secure support system going to

be good for you right now? What can we do to keep your self-esteem positive right now? If they say

they have never had positive self-esteem, I will give them a tiny little cognitive behavior therapy chart

task, very tightly, that helps to start building self-esteem.  

 

I have a mother here the other day that said she has never had self-esteem. She faked in school, by

leadership activities, did well in condemning Lee, but never had a self-esteem.-- Did well academically.

 

 

I am late to call her Haley. I sent "Haley, I want you to make your bed every single day between now

and our next session." I said just trust me. She said she trust anybody. Don't trust me on this one, just

can you follow a little direction? She is good at following directions. She said yes you would. I told her

to make her bed every day.  
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Science tells us those tiny little tasks boosts self-esteem. Start talking them in the first trimester to

them about body image.  

 

It may have had giving disorder issues, body size issues. I have a woman in here the other day that is

a forward fingered woman, and she believes that she has got this maladaptive, that because she is for

figured, she can't get pregnant. She has all this she knew why she can't get pregnant. They are both

teachers. They want to be be so badly, and she is full of shame, has told nobody about this, not her

husband, as she thinks it is her fault that she can't get pregnant.  

 

So see, there is all this stuff that we can get you can help get their shame out of the way. Kind of, and

let them talk about their vulnerabilities to us. It is very emotional, the stages of motherhood. You know

what? They are for the father or partner that that's with them also. We can't underestimate the power

of motherhood, because they are the ones with this baby for nine months. You want to go into

analyzing attachment issues, and that is a whole other day, and I know an EDC has done stuff-- and

DAC has done that. Very important we understand importance of attachment.  

 

Even the first eight or nine months. Do you know that baby, and infant in the belly, can feel rage? They

can feel the vibrations of anger in their environment. Doesn't that just blow your mind? No wonder I

was born ADHD. My parents were Jewish. They fought all the time. When we talk over the other one,

finish each other's sentences, we had conflicts in her whole life. I am sure in vitro, I heard a lot of

arguments on (Laughs). You all know this because mindfulness and yoga are moving us into new

states of being. As I said earlier, we are in an ADHD culture and everybody is vying for our attention.

Mothers have hormones going out the roof and nobody understands it, especially them. We try to help

them imagine a peaceful place. We used to do guided imagery in the day. Now we don't have time to

do a lot of the stuff we used to do, psychodrama that would really help us help these women and our

patients to imagine what paradise would look like to them. And for working mothers, I want you to

know and you guys probably do know this, be very sensitive to them working their butts off all day long

and then they go home and feel like they have to work again. Sometimes motherhood doesn't feel

good to them. Sometimes they get burned out and the shame and guilt that goes with that and then

the anxiety and depression goes up and then the denial, then the substances. We have to really help

them early on in their emotional stages, understand what paradise would look like to them. And if they

can't think ahead, one was a time in your life that you felt just that sense of grace, peace, unfortunately

a lot of women and men I work with never felt anything like that so I will help them look at things like a

vacation, something where their brain, if you do EMDR you know you have to put in in that container. I

try to help them come up with a paradise they, if not a life, an hour. The workaholic moms at work all

day and work to feed the family, sometimes for them it is just a nap. Sometimes a paradise life would

be a day of boredom. To unhook from all the media and just chill out for a day. Whatever the Paradise

life looks like for them, or a paradise hour or day. Help them to come into and imagination of that which

activates the positive brain. The feelings of grief, the loneliness, a lot of the loneliness will dissipate

immediately if you can hook them into a support group. Here's a good thing that came out of the

pandemic, isolation has made it hard for us to connect but the good thing that came out of it is you can

zoom anywhere any thing, I'd assumed AA meetings in Israel and New York. There is a lot of great

support groups for moms that are grieving, feel lonely, for moms appeal nobody understands them.
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They feel the expectations are so high, which is the other thing we need to talk to them about his

expectations when we are talking about the dream life. The expectations are so high up themselves

that they don't feel they have a right to tell anybody if they've had a bad day. I say to them tell me

about the worst day you've had since I saw you last. They want to come in and say "I'm good, things

are better, the medication is working and I am looking at my dream life". OK so tell me about moment

you had and then let's tease that out. It helps a lot but getting them hooked up to a support group, I

can't stress that enough. I wish I felt my work with the most powerful enough to turn them around but it

is not. I can just help guide them to places where they would feel totally supported and heard and

there is nothing better than the support groups and they are all over Zoom.  

 

How my doing on time, I have a few more hours don't I?  

 

SPEAKER:  

We are doing great on time, we have about 20 more minutes, if you want to go a little over that is fine,

we want to say content over anything else so we would love to hear more from you. That was our last

slide that we have so...  

 

LISA SEIF:  

Remember the four legged school, thank you Haley and Allison, to the NAADAC girls who have been

helping me are great because they are millennial's and they know everything. I am old school so they

have been helping me to be able to present this as naturally as I can. I really appreciate that.  

 

At this point I want to go into some more treatment models that are specific, especially abductive a lot

about women, pre-partum, antepartum, pregnancy, cortisol and how we need to understand the

prevalence of this issue which is the number one thing we are dealing with, the depression and

anxiety. Substance use disorders and I said early on the opioid epidemic has made us look as social

scientists about what the heck is going on. I've been in this profession since 1982. So it's gone through

a lot of different names, a lot of different preventions that just say no. It failed miserably and we need

to learn to talk to the just say yes generation now. I think the epidemic has forced all the

neighborhoods out and mental health finally has a seat at the table. I've been doing this for a long

time, even money for research, money for treatment, mental health has been lost on the list. It has

been something nobody wants to look at and I know NAADAC knows that. We have been beating

down doors for decades and I think with the opioid epidemic hitting the affluent and I don't mean for

that to sound prejudiced at all but I think since substance use disorders, addictions, chemical abuse

has hit the affluent now, everybody is paying attention. We all have a seat at the table. We have a seat

at the table to work together as an interdisciplinary not multidisciplinary team. I want to hear how my

rabbi looks at the spiritual healing of mental health. I want to look at how the pastors and priests look

at the healing part of mental health and substance use disorder. They are coming to the tables. The

recreational therapist that do the Outward Bound programs, social networks and afterschool programs.

They are coming to the table now. Counselors from the schools that just want to get them graduated

for God sakes, if there is substance use or abuse going on, they are at the tables to try to help those

kids graduate, increase their self-esteem so they can be better moms and dads and employees and

employers. So we are all at the table now. What are some of the treatment modalities since I've been

in this, with this population of women that I have found works really well? I have mainly been a
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cognitive behavior therapist, solution focused therapist, EMDR has offered us techniques of working

with trauma. Early on when I see them when the doctors are referring to me the cognitive behavior

therapy is very helpful. I use a lot of little charts with them. First I talked to them about the acronym big.

If you really want to do this, you've got to go big. And then I break it down to behaviors that they want

as a mother to be or to come to, what is their fantasy of what a good mother would look like, big. What

are there incentives for that? All of us want to feel celebrated and awarded and affirmed. What are

their incentives for doing motherhood? And then the G is what are the things it can be grateful for if

they do these behaviors. Go big, go grateful, find incentives for yourself, go get a manicure. There are

many agencies here that will pay for that. Where I am here we have a massage therapist, and

acupuncturist. There is all kinds of research that shows we've lost the art of touch. You can hug

anymore because of the me to movement. We held but there are people coming in saying I don't think

so. So massage therapy, acupuncture has been a good treatment modality but I like to give them

charts. One of them is an exposure hierarchy. You can probably not see this but what we look at first is

what is the situation, causing you the most anxiety? One situation like 1/4 or fifth step. What are the

feelings that go with that? What are the anxious thoughts? We have the emotions, but what are your

feelings about the situation? What are your anxious thoughts about it? Many times moms go into

catastrophic thinking. Are they going to what I call filtering. They only hear the bad, the only worry

about what-ifs. They've lost the ability to celebrate and use the positive brain. Then I help them

understand cognitive distortions and I helped him go into what their coping response will be and what

techniques you use to help yourself with that situation. The other thing I think is really important is that

we help the moms come back to the here and now. In the 12 step programs we are brainwashed to

believe one day at a time. And I think there is great psychology in staying in bed now. If you look at

now spelled backwards if you spell backwards, spell the word now backwards, it is won. Your brain

wants to believe it is winning. So staying in the now is a winning proposition for them. Whether they

are pregnant or not are trying to get pregnant and have had their family and still having issues,

postpartum depression and anxiety can last for two years. I want to say in lot of you that are on here

that are old-timers like me, probably forms of postpartum depression and anxiety go the rest of our life.

We worry about our children till we are 99 years old and until they are 99. So helping understand how

to work together with this from a cognitive behavior perspective, it is a tiny little task. It is like an

exposure hierarchy. You know exposure therapy or aversion therapy. Help them come to some

cognitive awareness of some of the things that they are very anxious about. Help them really break it

down. And again, understand the medications.  

 

The other thing I think that's real important, we help them understand fortune-telling doesn't work. So

let's help them get the what-ifs, or the I know my childhood grow up to be, if you can bring them back

to the here and now,  

 

**audio lost**  

 

 

 

SPEAKER:  

Now you are back.  
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LISA SEIF:  

I thought all my friends joined in and muted me. Let me talk real quick about substance use disorders.

Prenatal, antepartum, during pregnancy, I know the OB/GYN's, nurse practitioners, pediatricians want

a lot of details. What trimester, what were you using? I've had women tell me in here that that's very

intimidating to them when they are asked that. And it's hard for them to be honest because they feel

like they are in front of the firing squad. So I think for us to help them not feel that we are trying to

gather information, I always say to them I am just assessing where you are at. What we stand here

stays in here. They are so afraid, that DSS will be called or (Indiscernible) will be called. I don't know if

you knew this, but if you go into an emergency room after a domestic violence dispute where you have

been hurt and you have a baby or child at home, DCS is immediately called. Is that a HIPAA violation?

I guess that is for legislatures and lawyers to figure out if you have a DUI and someone was hurt,

these are serious things and we need to think our focus on alcohol even in the middle of the opioid

epidemic. The police are called. Those are important things are pieces that need to happen but if we

want to help these women, we need to make sure that we are providing a place for them that it is safe

for them to be honest with us. I don't mean they get to go be illegal or immoral, in fact they are trying to

do the best they can, they want to stay in touch with their values but if they have a substance use

disorders, you are a Doctor Jekyll Mr Hyde you don't recognize yourself when you get pregnant and

you have a new responsibility and you don't know what to do with that. The first thing your brain wants

to do is drink. Or take some methamphetamine so you have some energy to deal... The brain is not

rational when it is in the cycle of addiction. We already know that, I mean we've been studying that

some of us forever. If you are dealing with a woman that suspects has a substance use disorder and is

not being honest with you or now that the doctors here are drug screening the cord of the mother,

when they cut the cord they are drug screening that and it is not good what they're finding, but do you

have any guess on what the number one illicit chemical of course alcohol, the number one illicit

chemical they are finding in over 50% of these pregnant mothers from Park Avenue to park bench, you

know what it is? It is marijuana. THC has become a major issue for us for women who want to get

pregnant and we know it doesn't do a lot for anxiety but I know a lot of young people will try to tell us it

really helps with their attention deficit disorder.  

 

Some women do understand what the role of women is, or a mother, or apartment. Helping

government self-esteem perspective get in touch with that value, and that moral development that is

important for them to have some belief in themselves as a woman, as a mother, as of partner, as a

student come as a friend, as an employee. A lot of my therapy is more design from that, however I

look the patient designed for selves, what is going to look like for them.  

 

Now, I don't have a lot of time left. I don't want to under estimate what you already know, if they want

to say thank you for all that you will do, because we are still in the good fight. I am not to give up on it. I

don't believe anybody is passed the ability to change. We are change agents. If we can't go in with the

attitude of anybody can change at any part of their process, then worry they are burned out, we need

to go to another and-- NAADAC training.  

 

Healthcare has been horrendous. Everybody's doing the best they can't in healthcare, in the

Department of Education. Morale is horrible, the pandemic has caused an environmental isolation, and

I don't think we can underestimate the power of our environment. I am a social worker. I believe in the
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pipe. Person in the environment. -- PIE. Our environment has not been stable or predictable. He

doesn't feel safe to a lot of people. While they are with you for an hour, or your cognitive behavior

class, or your psychoeducation class, come to them with poise and confidence that you want to give

that a sense of safety so that they can start covering and discover the things in themselves that they

want to strengthen. We are strengths perspectives people. I live by that, just like the Pledge of

Allegiance of the United States of America. I think we get better results will be focused on these

mothers, and these women strengths, and first tried to engage them with us in the biggest challenge of

their life.  

 

Like I said in the beginning, I think NAADAC for allowing us to start to evolution is limited. There has

been more women-- intention on women than ever before. Your empathetic, the emphasis was on the

infants, and intense withdrawal, an infant's birth. You all know this. If we don't help that mother heal,

and I am definitely about making sure that infinity safety and thrives, but if we don't start getting to the

mothers... you let me say this. You do not have to give birth to be a mother. I have met beautiful,

strong, courageous women and, that had all the most beautiful skills to mother, and to teach, and

lastly, the main three things we can give is protection, safety, and support.  

 

Giving birth is quite an honor, but all of us can help those three things be imparted to the people we

work with, and to the people we love. There is no roadmaps for that. Talking about recovery for a

lifetime here. I think we have to keep growing and same teachable as well, and to keep protecting and

supporting and nurturing each other.  

 

Thank you and DAC-- NAADAC and all of you that are here, the top the rest of the day, I had to be

part of some of the things. I have helped you awaken your brain in ways that will keep you keep you

teachable. Allison, thanks for walking me through this.  

 

My assistant got another job you all, I was supposed to put this together this week. I am a

procrastinator, and the assistant that was doing it for me pooped out. She took a job at a bank. Can

you believe that? She wanted to big money. So she left me with a leak hanging. Allison, oh my God,

they have all been great at NAADAC. Thank you, you will save me. I appreciate you like be here to

share with you. Thank you.  

 

SPEAKER:  

We are so thankful. This was wonderful. A lot of great feedback in the chat. You guys can continue to

share your thoughts and everything in the chat. We have a really good about time for some questions.

We have quite a few that have come up in the Q&A. If you must not push questions and yet, go ahead

and keep adding those. We have between 10-- 1520 minutes we will be able to dive into some of

those.  

 

LISA SEIF:  

Can call me at my home number, if you want to chat. I love new friends.  

 

SPEAKER:  

Something to share, we can differently share that.  
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LISA SEIF:  

I think it is on my contact stuff. Keep coming back everybody! That is awesome. Go into some

questions now, Lisa. We will start at the top are we down.  

 

The first one was "can you define you to partner?" I knew that was a phrase you used.  

 

LISA SEIF:  

That was read off the red nose reindeer bring BB into Christmas. I didn't know what that was either.  

Antepartum is the depression and anxiety while you are pregnant. Postpartum is after pregnancy. You

would lose me? It just sit idle time, over.  

 

SPEAKER:  

I can still hear you.  

 

LISA SEIF:  

Antepartum is before. The prenatal time. Great question. But, it is the depression and anxiety. Not just

prenatal. You are all prenatal. Departing is a way of describing what is going on before the baby is

born.  

 

SPEAKER:  

Thank you. Our next one. "Can you provide any resources for mom overload?"  

 

LISA SEIF:  

Don't go have a drink. There are gray support systems for mother overload, because it is there. I think

when I see women and mother overload, they will admit. I tried to get them to take tiny little time to

themselves, whether it is just going to get a book, go to the bookstore. Sometimes I will have them

watch a YouTube that I know, like a brave Brown, or Esther Perrault, or Claudia black. A lot of the old-

timers I learned in worked with. I will send them to our YouTube, because it is only 20 minutes, or a

Ted talk. Sometimes I will have them go to a horror movie when they are overloaded, because it

makes them scream or have them get in their car and put on some music they know the words of you

turn it up real loud in just seeing their head off, and have a yell spell. It's what? We need to have a yell

spell. Anger is a good motion, if it doesn't go to reach. To help them learn how to take tiny little times to

just unload themselves.  

 

We are not overloaded with your unloading. Does that make sense? A trashcan is meant to take so

much in, and in the unload it. If we don't know it, it spills over. Our insides are like that as well. We

need to unload. Not on our spouses, not our kids, not on our employees or friends. Our own little

unloading techniques. Great question, thank you.  

 

 

 

(Sings)Is good. Seeming-- scary movies to screen. Scary movies. If they are overloaded and

depressed, often I have them watch something funny they sure, and make them laugh.  
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SPEAKER:  

Wonderful things to do. Take you for sharing those. Our next one. "You have a list of resources for

support groups that are safe sites, to refer to moms or significant others to?  

 

LISA SEIF:  

Great question. NAADAC has their open form if you are aware of that. Oh my God. You will meet

people who have had distal interdiction to mankind! There are addictions I have even heard of.

NAADAC has a great library and resource for anything going on. There are great resources around

here for women, not specifically for that target population, but they are online if they Google. If they

Google pregnancy. Pregnancy support. Postpartum support. Antepartum support. Domestic violence

in pregnancy support. There are all kinds of resources for support for them.  

 

I told him, you alone have to do it, but you can't do it alone. They say just tell me a book to read, so I

sent them home with "Broken Toys, Broken Dreams." You can't do this alone. I part of the overload.

You think you have to do this and can't tell anybody your deep darkest secret or overwhelmed, really,

tired, and figure could today because they will be quiet. -- Hate your kid.  

 

Most men can deal with a crying baby. We need to help them unload as well. Mothers get up, does get

up, we have to help them regulate that. There is lots of support groups, even for the partners.  

 

SPEAKER:  

Thank you so much for sharing. Our next one. "Could you please briefly address postpartum

depression reaching psychosis? What recommendations do you have for members have a lack of

resiliency, no healthy supports, and no monetary resources? They go see any options in field traps." It

seems like those are two separate ones.  

 

LISA SEIF:  

Was the first one again?  

 

SPEAKER:  

The first one was reaching-- postpartum depression when it reaches psychosis.  

 

LISA SEIF:  

I can't speak to you from experience that. It hasn't happened who are pregnant schizophrenic. They

are already under the care of a psychiatrist. We have a practitioner here, psychiatric nurse practitioner,

that understands the chemical tolerance of different medications on these pregnant moms, while she is

already on heavy doses of medication because of schizophrenia. We are specifically the practitioners

and pharmacists are great resources. Sometimes better than the doctors knowing how chemicals

breakdown in the body of a pregnant woman, or even a woman.  

 

You know, that drinking is different for women and men? Betty Ford herself said, the statement

alcoholism, and Apple use disorders is much tougher than Clement.-- That meant. When drugs are

called everything but a woman. Making them universal and common, but this ecosystem definitely
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needs psychiatric oversight while working with them. Again, it's mild, moderate, severe? This one was

mild, but during pregnancy could get severe. All that catastrophic thinking that goes on in a woman's

hand.  

 

So yeah, I would think interdisciplinary team with a psychiatrist for sure, get around here OB/GYN

refers to a psychiatrist, be getting a lot faster than if the therapist refers to a psychiatrist. Thank you.  

 

SPEAKER:  

Thank you for sharing. Our next one "do you have names specific assessment tools we can use

specifically with women?"  

 

LISA SEIF:  

You know, there are so many of them. Trust the power of your evaluation and assessment. When I am

teaching at the University, there was a lot of kids that want to know so the tools. Again, if you will that,

there are several tools. I love the aces test to see if the mother has had trauma. At times I will just start

with the mother before even talking about postpartum with them. You know, I used to teach for alcohol

use disorder -- cage. Thanks for questions. A lot of them, when you are old like me, I just kind of know

how to ask to help chiseled through the denial, but again I do commit believing they don't even know

they are lying. Some of those tools and assessments are good, but a lot of times do I feel like they are

being honest with me anyway?  

 

Trust your assessment process. If you have been educated and trained, and have been doing this for

a year, trust your gut.  

 

SPEAKER:  

The next one is long so I will summarize, do you find that doctors are on board with focused care for

women, having had two children I had the worst experience after the birth of my first child and my

doctor was emotionally inept, no bedside manner and the doctor was a woman. They said they keep

reading articles about how the medical community needs to be more focused. What can we do to help

get medical providers on the same page and give women the support and respect they deserve?  

 

LISA SEIF:  

We've got it going in the courts. Here in healthcare, I hear the stories and makes the back of my head

stand up, pediatricians and OB/GYN's that are treating their patients with dignity and not treating them

with empathy and support, especially if they have substance use disorders. There is a sense of

disdain. All around our unit, intensive care, neonatal, towards the moms and the moms feel it. Here is

how they are combating it here in our area and I think a lot in Indiana, they are forcing doctors and

nurse practitioners and nurses and medical students and PA students to have more than one hour of

education in their curriculum that deals with women and women's issues. So here, there has been a

push and this hospital is one of the best in the Midwest and we work with the Boston IVF and both

have excellent outcome studies and patient satisfaction scales and I think it is because there is a push

now to these doctors, male or female, that they better be sitting at the table with us and listening and

understanding what these women are going to and their partners. What do you think happened to the

outcome studies and the patient satisfaction studies during the pandemic? Most people think the
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satisfaction studies went down guess what? The patient satisfaction studies went up during the

pandemic. Do you know why? The pregnant mothers that were only allowed here one visitor a day and

the mothers loved that they only had one visitor to deal with that wasn't the answer in the uncles and

the grandkids and the neighbors and the teachers. It was one person, either a family member or their

significant other and it afforded them more opportunity to bond with the baby. So I think that is really

important for us with anxiety and trying to understand postpartum anxiety, they are flooded. Everybody

wants to come over and so I think minimize it and help the doctors and I think the doctors here

anyway, are paying more attention to anxiety with women and anxiety with men and substance use

disorders as a primary disease. Great questions, great question.  

 

SPEAKER:  

Great and thank you so much. The next one, do you have tools to help your clients advocate for

themselves as well?  

 

LISA SEIF:  

I have my own personal tool, suck it up and listen. It is so individualized, it is a great question but yes

there are all kinds of tools in the toolboxes. The first thing I always want to do once I am working with

somebody or even in a training is make sure the audience is engaged with me, the patient is engaged

with me and then I do things during the hour I have them that help them see their strengths. One thing

I do and it usually will bring them to tears, it is a technique I will share with you. I will watch my watch

and for two minutes, I want them to tell me what they see or their strengths, the assets, their

possibilities for two minutes. And I go OK start and they love games like that. Do you know, hardly any

of them can make it through two minutes. Then they weep sometimes because they get in touch with

how low their self-esteem is even though they were super achievers. They couldn't take up two

minutes of strengths. But even if they only take up 20 seconds it gives me as the evaluator me as their

trusted servant to work with them, some kind of things that they do see are their strengths. And I can

start from there. I am all about activating the positive brain and the quickest way to activate it is

through celebration. That is why AA, they give out chips and there is clapping, in treatment courts

there are incentives and they clap. I am looking to activate the positive that has been gone for two

years in the pandemic and those little strengths, they may not believe it because you all know they

have these maladaptive beliefs, but we can start reactivating the positive brain focusing on their

strengths and reminding them of them.  

 

SPEAKER:  

Thank you very much. I think we've got time for one or two more so any last minute questions

everyone if you want to post them in there, anyway don't get to today we will give to you Lisa and you

can give the answers and we will post them on our website. Thank you for your encouragement it's

great. What are your thoughts about how traumatic birthing experiences affect postpartum depression

and any recommendations for addressing this?  

 

LISA SEIF:  

Those are the... Item supposed to be doing training and consulting here but we have been flooded with

the needs. I have two patients and one who would would be willing to talk to you, I usually take a panel

and I am Opera or Ellen depending on the age group and I bring a panel of mothers to share their
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experiences. One mother knew that the baby, it was going to be a C-section and she knew the baby

was not going to live. The doctor that knew this and it was because of diabetes and a lot of other

issues, so they will C-section a deceased baby. I can't even imagine. Then I have another patient that

the baby, the baby was born deceased. What they do here is a put the baby in a chemical and they

allow the baby to stay warm long enough for the family to hold the baby, they take pictures of the baby

so that the mother for the rest of that babies memory which is forever for a mother and father or

mother and partner, so they can start doing what they might need to do with one of those horrible, fatal

crisis birds. Births where the child wasn't born, had disabilities or abnormalities, we do deal with that

and we work closely with doctors and the nurse practitioners that are helping and we let the mother

take the lead. One mother named the baby IV and broaden pictures to the session and it is important

for her to have IV in the house. Other mothers may not want, they don't... It is very individualized but

there are all kinds of tools and resources and you can talk to the OB/GYN's now because they are

learning how to deal with that. My niece is an OB/GYN in Chicago, their biggest nightmare as well is

when that has to happen but it does and they are flooding therapists and working with therapist. Once

the OB/GYN is done it goes to the pediatrician. So now we need to be sitting with the pediatricians and

training them because they get burned out too, they see mother after mother repeatedly relapsing or

not taking meds or not staying engaged through the maintenance stage and these doctors need our

help as well. When I do consulting and training, I go in assuming they need our empathy and

sympathy as well and they need to know what their strengths are and how they can use them to help

these women. It is hard to keep dealing with somebody that doesn't want to get well or they believe

they don't want to get well. We believe they want to but they don't know how.  

 

SPEAKER:  

Thank you very much for sharing, we have time to fit in one more really quick. So our last one, in

regards to approaching a pregnant teen how receptive are they when compared to older women?  

 

LISA SEIF:  

I worked with adolescents for 20 years, I love them, they are so obnoxious. They know everything.

Right? And developmentally that is that adolescent period of time. They are wonderful to work with,

they are refreshing, they know they have their life ahead of them. I don't know that they want to follow

direction or really listen to much to what us adults have to say. Sometimes I think it is better if I send

them and referred them to somebody younger than me. Some of them I think feel really safe with me

because I'm like the grandma to them. And if they do feel safe, and they share with me, I will expose

them to every single tool and resource that I can do. We also have peer coaches here. I didn't throw

that in. We use them like crazy and there are a lot of treatment programs for pregnant moms now and

they come out and go through a training of peer coaching and I have a list of phone numbers of peer

coaches of moms that went to having a baby and withdraw when they were born. But the mother has

stayed in recovery and resent her to peer coach another teenager. That works with adult women as

well. Peer coaching is fantastic but the requirement is the woman has to have been clean and sober

for one year. Then we give the phone number and Peer are coaching is amazing.  

 

SPEAKER:  

Thank you again so much for being here with us, your expertise. You got a lot of great feedback in the

chat and any questions we didn't get to we will send to you. We will wrap up a couple of housekeeping
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things before we in for the day. Again, just a reminder that the webpage that you used to sign up for

the webinar is where you will find those instructions for the CE quiz. And the CE quiz link as well.

Remember to follow the instructional guide if you needed to say live nature to take it within the next 24

hours as well as download the certificate. And a brief look at some upcoming webinars, we have one

next Wednesday and then we will continue our women in recovery specialty series on Friday, May 6. A

lot of great content coming up, all of our educational offerings for our specialty online training series

are available on our website. Each consists of 6 to 7 webinars on a particular topic. When you

complete all of them in the topic, and the training series you can apply for the respective certificate

evidencing your accomplishment in that. We have a variety of those available to you and we are still in

our women in recovery especially online training series, this series was designed for helping

professionals who are dedicated to learning about the evolution of addiction treatment for women and

we will continue to work on that next week. And a few reminders about becoming a member of

NAADAC. By joining us you get over, access to over 320 CDs immediately and you will instantly

become part of our national initiative for advocacy for the addiction profession and those we serve.

There are a lot more reason to join but you can learn more by going to NAADAC.org/join and you can

also email us. Thank you all again for being here and thank you so much for joining us with Lisa, thank

you for your valuable expertise. Social workers we have that two minute video for you to watch. If you

can stay on briefly after this, otherwise we will see you all at the next one.  

 

(Video plays)  

 

thank you for watching how to enter your license number into the management software. Home to your

NAADAC member account. You will only need to do this one time. After that, the system will be set up

to pull your license number into your certificates of completion. That you earn after attending a webinar

training. Let's get started, you can see here on my screen, first step is to log into your member

account. Once you're logged in, you want to go to my profile right here in the lower left-hand corner,

ensure that you've accepted account in the account tab and arrow down you have selected additional

information as you can see here on my screen. Next, go to the right select the licenses tab, it is set up

here as you can see. And then click add new license. Here's where you really want to pay attention.

You want to make sure under license type, that you select social work license in this field. This is what

is going to tell the system to pull your license number into the certificate. You want to make sure you

get that right. It is required that you enter the state as I am doing here as well as your license number

and that will go on the certificate and the rest is optional but feel free to put that in so that the system

has that recorded for you. Once you have all the information in there, you will go ahead and hit save. If

you have another credential or certification that you want to add into the system, you can go ahead

and do that you just want to ensure that at the top under license type you select state

certification/license or accreditation. Then fill out the rest of the information. You only want to have one

bisons type with social work license. And that is it, you are set up, your CE certificates will now include

your license number as is required in many states and jurisdiction. Thank you for watching and get to

learning.  

 

SPEAKER:  

Alright, thank you so much we will see you at the next one, thank you Lisa.  
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LISA SEIF:  

Am I done?  

 

SPEAKER:  

We are are good to go, we will see you later.  

 

LISA SEIF:  

Thank you also so much.  

 

SPEAKER:  

Thank you have a great day.  
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